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Protocol Design and Performance Analysis 
for Manufacturing Message Specification: 

A Petri Net Approach 
F.-Y. Wang, Member, IEEE, K. Gildea, H. Jungnitz, and D. D. Chen 

Abstract- The Manufacturing Message Specification (MMS) 
is the IS0 standard communication protocol specific to man- 
ufacturing. To analyze MMS design and performance, service 
unit automata are introduced to represent individual MMS ser- 
vices, while service connection Petri Nets (PN’s) are constructed 
from these automata to describe MMS service connections and 
processes. This approach makes MMS protocol specification and 
analysis possible in terms of well-developed concepts and methods 
in PN theory. It leads to a distributed and hierarchical model of 
MMS software system by integrating service connection PN’s. A 
generalized stochastic PN for MMS performance evaluation is 
obtained by incorporating service parameters and time factors 
into the model. A technique based on T-invariants is used to 
simplify the performance analysis. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

0 ACHIEVE fast market response, efficiency, quality, T and cost effectiveness, there is an increasing emphasis on 
integration in today’s manufacturing environments. However, 
automated machines and processes found on the shop floor 
today are usually either supplied by many different vendors or 
developed specifically for applications at hand. Likewise, the 
information systems, such as manufacturing resource planning, 
shop floor control, and computer-aided design and manufac- 
turing systems, which manage and control these machines 
and processes, run on computers from different manufacturers. 
Integrating these automated machines and processes, as well 
as supporting information systems by providing a means 
to share timely, accurate data promises substantial gains in 
manufacturing productivity. 

To facilitate integration, much effort has been used to 
standardize communication interfaces among computers and 
industrial devices. The most notable is ISO’s work on Open 
Systems Interconnection (OSI) [ 11. OS1 is concerned with 
the exchange of information between application processes 
running in systems by different manufacturers. The result of 
this effort is a set of standard protocols organized into seven 
functional layers: application, presentation, session, transport, 
network, data link, and physical layers. 
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many. 

The I S 0  standard protocol specific to manufacturing is 
Manufacturing Message Specification (MMS) [2]. MMS is 
an application layer protocol of Manufacturing Automation 
Protocol [3] that allows host computers to communicate with 
robots, NC machines, programmable controllers, and other 
factory devices. To be general yet flexible to accommodate 
many types of devices, MMS accommodates specific com- 
panion standards. Companion standards are currently being 
developed for NC machines, programmable controllers, robots, 
and semiconductor equipments. 

Design and implementation of reliable and efficient pro- 
tocols require formal models to be used for analysis and 
evaluation. During the past decade, many works have shown 
that PN based models are very useful for this purposes. 
Burkhardt er al. have established a model for OS1 Com- 
munication Services and Protocol using Predicateflransition 
Net (PTN) and applied the results successfully to obtain a 
specification of the OSI-Transport and OSI-Network Services 
as well as for the specification of the OSI-Transport Protocol 
classes 2 and 3 [4]. Another extension of the PN model, the 
Numerical Petri Net (NPN), has been employed by Billington 
to specify the 0%-Transport Service (TS) [ 5 ] ,  [6] .  The results 
show that the NPN technique allows all interactions between 
the TS-provider and its users to be specified for a single 
connection and provides a very simple description of the 
queues used to model the interactions between TS-users on 
a connection. It was shown that NPN’s provide a visually 
appealing model of signal flow, which facilitates the design 
process and enables a complete and unambiguous specification 
to be derived. 

For PTN and NFT models, however, it is difficult, if not 
impossible, to use analytic methods to analyze the behavior of 
systems. E.g., there is no obvious way to incorporate memory 
reference enabling conditions and transition operations in NPN 
into PN analysis methods. To apply concepts and methods 
in PN’s for design and analysis, we had used the rigorous 
PN models to describe the Connection Management Services 
(CMS) and Confirmed Services (CS) in MMS [7]. Based on the 
PN models, invariant analysis has led to the analytic derivation 
of service process properties of CMS and the detection of an 
undesirable property contained in CS specification [7 ] ,  [8]. 
These results are very helpful for understanding MMS service 
behaviors and implementation. 

The objective of this paper is to develop a formal PN-based 
methodology of for both protocol analysis and performance 
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evaluation of MMS. We will generalize our previous works 
developed in [9], [lo] to describe MMS service units and 
their connections with standard PN's and to conduct MMS 
performance evaluation with generalized stochastic Petri nets 
(CSPN). This approach can support the portability, extendibil- 
ity, and usability of MMS software by providing a uniform, 
complete, unambiguous, graphic, and mathematical repre- 
sentation for MMS design and implementation. Combined 
with other applications of PN's in modeling. control, and 
evaluation of manufacturing systems [ 1 1 I-[ 141, it can lead to 
an integrated modeling of task execution and communication 
protocol in manufacturing environments. 

11. SPECIFICATION OF SERVICE CONNECTIONS 

Currently, there are 11 types of services in MMS (including 
the file access service and the file management services). Each 
MMS service is required to be able to process both service 
requesting and responding. MMS standard documentation [ 2 ]  
has specified at various levels the service state transition 
diagrams for service requesters and/or responders. Since a 
MMS-user has to play the roles of both service requester 
and responder, its service state transition diagrams for the two 
roles should be combined together. To this end, we introduce a 
special class of automata of symmetric structure, called service 
unit automata, to characterize MMS services. Based on this 
service specification, a formalism to build ordinary PN's to 
represent the service connection between two MMS-users and 
Colored Petri Nets (CPN's) for multiple service connection 
among many MMS-users will be constructed. 

A. Service Unit Automata 

To formalize the specification of the service state transition 
diagrams, we introduce the following. 

Dejnition I :  An automaton S = (Q, C, 5, yo) is called a 
senlice unit automaton (SUA) if C) = QIl U Q b  U Qc and 
C = E, U Eb U E(., where d), nQb = Qb n 0, = Qc n Q, = q5 
and E, n Cb = Eh f l  Xc = C ,  n C, = &, satisfy the following 
conditions: 

I. Symmetric Structure: (i) yo E Q c ,  Qa = { ya l ,  . . . y a k } .  

Cbh U Eh,.. E,, n X a r  = Ebu n Cbr. = 4, and 
E,, = {f:asl,. ' ' .  (:" E,, = {ear l . .  . . , ea7.n).  

= {f&l.. . . ~ y b k } :  ( i i )  Ea = C a s  U C o r ,  XI, = 

C b a  = {(:bsl., . . > eb,sr~}r Cbr. = {f!bvl, . . . , e b 7 . m ) .  
2.  Transition Consistency: (i) For any e E E,. if 6 ( q , e )  

is defined. then h ( q ,  .) E QcL U Q, if y E U QI. or 
h ( y , e )  E C)bUQ<. if y E Q ~ , u C ) ~ :  (ii) For any c E I,,, if 
h ( y ,  e) is defined, then b ( y ,  e )  E C))a U Q C .  y E Qa U Q c :  
and (iii) For any ( 2  E Cb. if b ( q . e )  is defined, then 

3. Initial Condition: (i) If h(qo. e) is defined and e E E,, 
then e E C a s ;  (ii) If h ( q 0 .  e )  is defined and c E Ch, then 

Remark I :  In an SUA. QCl represents the set of possible 
service states when the SUA plays the role of a service 
requester, Q b  the set of possible service states when the SUA 
plays the role of a responder, d), the set of possible service 
states shared by both requester and responder. 

h(y,r:)  E Qb U ( t C , ( l  E Qb U Qc.  

1' E Cbr. 

Remark 2: Similarly, C, represents the set of possible 
service transitions (or primitives) when the SUA is a service 
requester, Cb the set of possible service transitions when 
the SUA is a service responder, C, the set of possible 
service transitions used by both. represents the service- 
request transitions which send a message and E,, the service- 
request transitions which receive a message. Cbs and Ebr have 
the same interpretation with respect to the service-response 
transitions. 

Remark 3: The condition of symmetric structure implies 
that for each service-request state, there corresponds a service- 
response state; and for each service-request transition which 
sends a message, there corresponds a service-response transi- 
tion which receives a message and vice versa. 

Remark 4: The condition of transition consistency indicates 
that the service-request transitions will always keep the SUA 
in a service state of service requester, and that the service- 
response transitions will always keep the SUA in a service 
state of service responder. 

Remark 5: The initial condition requires that only the 
service-request transitions which send a message, and the 
service-response transitions which receive a message may be 
initially enabled. It can be shown that these conditions conform 
with the proposed MMS service models in [2] and that all the 
MMS services which require confirmation can be described 
by service unit automata. Therefore, SUA model provides U 

uniform and unambiguous representation for MMS services. 
To insure that a sequence of service requests can always 

be served, and a sequence of service responses will always 
correspond to some service requests, we introduce the service 
compatible condition. To this end, the following notations are 
introduced: for any state y E (2. its costate is defined as: 

for any transition e E C, its co-transition is 

for any sequence of transitions .c = e l  . . . e, E E". its co- 
sequence of transitions is 7 = Z l  . .Zs. 

Now the service compatible condition can be specified as: 
Dejinition 2: A SCA is said to be service compatible if 

and only if 

For any .I' E (E, U E,)" U (& U E,)* 
p E Q: q = 5(p. .I.) * (I = S ( F .  z). and 

Note that most of the MMS services satisfy the service 
compatible condition. 

B. Service Connection Petri Nets 

Since a service connection is established only between the 
two peer services, we introduce the following definition to 
formalize the concept of peer services in terms of SUA'S. 
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Definition 3: n o  SUA’s SI = ( 0 1 ,  C1,61, q i )  and Sz = 
(Q2, Cz, 6 2 , q i )  are said to be in the same class of service 
units if they are isomorphic, i.e., there exists a 1-1 mapping 
cp = (cp~,cpe) such that VQ:  Q1 -+ Q Z  and cpc: C i  + Cz 
satisfy, 

2 (i) PQ(4;) = $ 3  vQ(qA;) = qz;: (PQ(di) = qa,i> 

vc(ebl,;) = e:,‘, vc(e;,i) = e i T i ;  
(iii> vQ(bl(ql,  e’)) = ‘%((PQ(ql), (PC(el))* 
In other words, all the service units in the same class have 

the identical structure and the same state transitions, therefore, 
they represent peer services. 

The service connection between two service units now can 
be formally specified by the following. 

Dejinition4: If SI and Sz are two SUA’s in the same 
class, the service connection Petri net (SPCN), P N ( S 1 ,  Sz), 
associated with S1 and Sz is defined to be 

P N ( S 1 . S z )  = (P ,T , I ,O ,mo)  where 

0 )  

(ii) 

(iii) 

n 
L.  

Initial Mapping: m o ( p )  = 71, if p = q6, 0 otherwise. 
Remark I :  Since a PN cannot represent the “OR’ condition, 

it is assumed, without the lost of generality in this definition, 
that if both 6(ql, e l )  and 6(qz,  e2) are defined in a SUA, then 

Remark 2: PN(S1. S Z )  is constructed by connecting SI and 
S2 through additional places C1 and CZ. These new places 
represent the communication points (or ports) between the two 
units. Actually this is the only physical feasible connection 
mechanism to link S1 and 5’2 since one service unit cannot 
get access to the internal states of another unit. Therefore 
message exchanges between the two units can be achieved 
only through the communication points. 

Remark3: Using the execution rule of PN’s, the SPCN 
PN(  S1, Sp) will specify all the possible sequences of service 
primitives (or transitions) occurring during a service connec- 
tion between S1 and S2, where ni represents the maximum 
number of outstanding services allowed by S.L. Therefore, 
SPCN PN(  S I ,  S2) defines the communication protocol be- 
tween two sewice units. 

cll # q 2  + el  # e2. 

C. Colored Petri Nets for  Multiple Service Connection 

The SPCN described above can specify the service connec- 
tion between two MMS-users through the execution rule of 

PN’s. To model service connections among more than two 
MMS-users, however, CPN’s will be much more efficient 
than PN’s. This is due to the fact that a large number of 
new places and transitions are required if PN’s is used to 
model connections. CPN’s were developed for the purpose 
of shortening the description and analysis of the systems 
consisting of a large number of different processes having a 
similar structure and behavior [15]. Therefore it is natural to 
use CPN’s to specify multiple service connections. 

Dejnition 6: Let N SUA’s SI , ,  . . , and SN be in the same 
class with a SUA S = (Q, C, 6, no). The multiple service 
connection Petri net MSCPN, CPN(S1 , . . . , S N ) ,  associated 
with SI,.  . . , and SN is a CPN defined to be 

C P N ( S i , . . . , S . v )  = ( P , T , M , I , O , m o )  where 

(i) Places: Transitions, and Colors: 

P = Q U C M ~ C I M  {pal, * * ?pam,pTl ,  . * - , ~ r n } , T =  
and M = {c l , .  . . , C N } ;  

(ii) Color Functions: 

C(q0) = M ,  C(p)  = C N N  for all p E P ,  p # 40, 

and C(t )  = C N N  for all t E T ,  
C N N  = { ( c ; , c ~ )  I i # j , ~ ;  and c j  E M } ;  

(iii) Input and Output Functions: the input and output func- 
tions I and 0 are defined in the same way as for SPCN 
and the colors associated with them are given in Table I 
for both the input and output colors, in which 

R E Q :  C N N  + M , R E Q ( ( c i , c j ) )  = c ; ;  

R S P :  C N N  + M , R S P ( ( c i , c j ) )  = c j ;  

ID: C N N  + C N N ,  ID((c; ,  cj)) = ( ~ i , ~ j ) ;  
R E V :  C N N  4 C N N ,  REV((ci ,c j ) )  = ( c j ,  ci); 

(iv) Initial Mapping: 

mo(qo)(c i )  = ni:  mo(p) = 0, otherwise. 

Remark I :  In MSCPN CPN(S1,. . . , S N ) ,  color set M rep- 
resents the set of SUA’s to be connected. CNN is the set of 
service connection pairs, i.e., (ci, c j )  means S; is calling Sj ,  
and n; specifies the maximum number of outstanding services 
allowed by Si. In MMS, the colors of initial places correspond 
to the invoking ID’S for service instances. The function REQ 
returns the service requester of a connection pair, RSP returns 
the service responder, and REV changes the service role. REV 
is used when a service responder enters or leaves a service state 
with no distinction between a service requester and a service 
responder. 

Remark 2: Similarly as for SPCN, using the execution rule 
of CPN’s, the MSCPN CPN(S1, . . . , Snr) will specify all 
the possible sequences of service primitives occurring during 
service connections among SI, S2, . . ,, and S,. Therefore, 
CPN defines the communication protocol between service units 

i = 1,. . . , N ,  

SI,. . . ., S N .  
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111. ANALYSIS OF SERVICE PROCESSES 

Connection PN’s MSCPN’s or SPCN’s provide a complete, 
unambiguous, and mathematical specification for the commu- 
nication protocol between service units. In this section we will 
apply concepts and methods developed in PN theory to analyze 
service connection processes. 

Considering S1 and Sz as the subnets of PN( SI, S2), we see 
from the construction of PN(S1, S2) that both S1 and S2 are 
the closed subnets of PN(S1, Sp). Since the original service 
units are always bounded, the service connection between SI 
and S2 has the following property: 

Lemma 1: Consider SI and S2 as two subnets of 
PN( SI, S2),  then both S1 and S2 are conservative, hence, are 
bounded subnets of PN( S1 ~ S2). 

This lemma indicates that the number of services in S1 
or S”j’ is bounded during the service connection specified by 
PN( S1. S2) .  However, in general, SPCN PN( 5’1 S2) is neither 
conservative nor bounded. The number of tokens in places C.“1 
or c l2  might be unbounded for certain connections. 

Another property of PN( SI. S2) is the service compatibility. 
That is, if both SUA’s are service compatible, each service- 
request transition sequence from one SUA can be responded by 
a corresponding service-response transition sequence from the 
other SUA, and that every service-response transition sequence 
from one SUA will always be caused by a corresponding 
service-request transition sequence from the other. Formally, 
we have the following. 

Lemma 2:  Let cp = ( p ~ .  cpC) be the isomorphic mapping 
between two service compatible SUA, S1 and S2. Consider 
S1 and Sz as the subnets of PN(S1, S2) and define the state 
transitions of S1 and S2 with respect to the execution of 
PN( S1. S2). then. 

( i )  For any .r E Cy and p E Q1: q = 61(p,.C) # c p ~ ( q )  = 

(ii) For any :r: E E.; and p E ( 2 2 :  = & ( P , Z )  U c p p o ( q )  = 

The proof of this lemma can be achieved by performing 
induction on the length of .I:. 

Finally, we investigate the service process property from the 
aspect of liveness/deadlock-free of the SCPN. A deadlock in a 
PN occurs when a state is reached where no transitions in the 
net can be fired from that point on, and a PN is live if from 
any state reached from the initial state, it is possible to fire 
any transition in the net [ 161. Liveness guarantees the absence 
of deadlocks. In general, it can be shown that the SCPN 
of two SUA’s may lead to connection deadlock, therefore 
additional constraints have to be imposed on the construction 
of SUA’s to insure the deadlock-free and/or liveness in the 
service processes. Based on the analysis given by [7], a simple 
way to impose the required constraints is to use the common 
abort service transition, that is, 

Dejinition 5: An SUA is said to have the complete abort 
transition if for any y E Q and (I # yo. there is r E C, such 
that h ( y :  c )  = yo. 

Most of the MMS services have the complete abort transi- 
tion. Obviously, a SUA with the complete abort transition is 
deadlock free if there are some initially enabled transitions. 

h2 ( PQ ( P I ,  cpc (..I) : 

h l  icpQ(P), ‘Pc(.r:)). 

The following theorem further indicates that if the two SUA’S 
are live, then their CSPN is live too. 

Theorem 3: If both SI and S2 are service compatible and 
have the complete abort transition, then, the SCPN PN( SI, S2) 

contains no deadlock. Further, if both SI and S2 are live, then 
PN(S1, 5’2) is a live PN. 

Pruofi Let X(PN!7rio) be the reachability set of 
PN(S1, S?), R(&, 7 r i o i )  be the reachability set of S, when 
S; is considered as an independent PN, i = 1,2.  For each 
7 n  E R(PN, rr/,[,), let mi be the restriction of nr, on S;, i = 1.2. 
Clearly, rri; E R(S;,moi). 

First of all, PN(S1, 5’2) contains no deadlock. This is due to 
the fact that abort transitions are in C: U E:, thus according to 
Definitions 1 and 4, they do not have the input places from C1 
or C2. Therefore. for any vi E R(PN, m o ) ,  there always exists 
an enabled abort transition under m i  in Si by the definition of 
the complete abort transition, i, = 1,2.  

To show the liveness, for any n~ E R(PN, 7ri30), let T; E Cy 
be the sequence of transitions in Si which transforms Si from 
m u ,  to m i :  i, = 1.2.  For any transition e;  E E,, since Si is live, 
there exists a sequence y; E C: such that ei is enabled after 
firing :y; from ‘ / t i , ;  when S; is considered as an independent 
PN. Since both S1 and 5’2 are service compatible and have 
the complete abort transition, according to Lemma 2, we can 
always arrange .r:i and m i  such that, 

- 
.x1 = p ~ ( z 2 )  and 51 = p ~ ( 7 n 2 ) .  

where (p~ , ’pc )  is the isomorphic mapping between S1 and 
5’2. Therefore, e ,  will be enabled by firing both ;yz in one SUA 
and zi in the other SUA, where 2; is given by Z; = (PC(T-/~). 

Hence, PN(S1. S2) is a live PN. This completes the proof. 
This theorem ensures that all service primitives can be fired 

from any service state during the service connection defined 

It can be shown easily that analysis for multiple service 
connection can be performed using CPN(S1! . . . . S,$r) in the 
same way as using PN(S1; S2) for the service connection 
between two SUA’s. All the conclusions obtained above are 
still valid in the case of multiple service connections. 

by PN(S1: Sz). 

rv. MMS SOFTWARE SPECIFICATION AND ARCHITECTURE 

MMS software architecture consists of three major compo- 
nents: an interface from the application process to a MMS 
provider, the MMS provider, and an interface to a Common 
Application Sen ice Element (CASE) provider. The MMS 
provider is defined as that part of the application entity that 
conceptually pro\ ides the MMS services through the exchange 
of MMS Protocol Data Units (PDU’s). These PDU’s are 
encoded using the Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN. I ) .  
Hence, part of the MMS provider function is the ASN.1 
encoder and decoder (i.e., parser) 191. Fig. 1 presents a MMS 
architecture which only provides the environment and general 
management services (EGMS), the confirmed services (CS), 
the file management services (FMS), and the Variable Access 
services (VAS). This section presents the results of specifying 
the MMS software using the method developed in the previous 
sections. We will consider only EGMS, CS, and FMS. 
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Fig. I .  MMS softwarc architecture 

communications with another MMS-user in an abrupt manner; 
d) cancel pending service requests; and e) receive notification 
of protocol errors that occur. The SUA for the EGMS can be 
specified as: 

The service states detine the restrictions on the use of MMS 
services: 

yu No MMS Environment State-while in yu, an MMS- 
user may only issue the initiatcrequest service primi- 
tive; 

yal Establishing MMS Environment (Calling) State-while 
in  q a t ,  a MMS-user may only issue the abort service 
primitive; 

q b l  Establishing MMS Environment (Called) State-while 
in ( I b l ,  a MMS-user may only issue the initiate.response 
or abort service primitives; 
MMS Environment State: this state is divided into a 
series of substates described in clauses 8-16 of MMS 
121. The only events which cause an exit from yc 
are the issuance of an abort.request, the issuance of 
a concludexequest service primitive, the receipt of an 
abort.indication, or the receipt of a conclude.indication 
service primitive; 

ya2 Relinquishing MMS Environment (Requester) 
State---while in q a 2 ,  the only request primitive 
that the MMS-user may only issue the abort service 
primitive; and 

YbZ Relinquishing MMS Environment (Responder) 
State-while in q b z .  the MMS-user may only issue the 
abort and the conclude.response service primitives. 

The state diagram of S U A E G ~ I ~  for the EGMS is given in 
Fig. 2. The SCPN P N E G ~ I S  for EGMS between two MMS- 
users is given in Fig. 3. Since SUAEG~.IS is service com- 
patible and has complete abort transition, both PNEG~,IS  and 
C P N E G ~ I ~  arc live PN's, therefore, deadlock-free. 

As demonstrated in (71, the connection behavior of EGMS 
can be further explored by performing PN analysis (e.g., 
P-invariant and/or T-invariant analysis) on P N E G ~ ~ \ ~ I s  or 

yc 

CPNEGZIS.  
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r----------- 

Fig. 3. Service connect i~n Pelri net Cor EGMS 

The CS is the largest class of services in MMS. All 
MMS services. whether confirmed or not, are initiated when 
a service requester sends a service request (indication) to 
a service provider. What distinguishes confirmed services 
from unconfirmed services is the use of a service response 
(confirmation) by the service provider to signal the completion 
of the service to the requester. 

The execution of any single MMS confirmed service 
instance is associated with the seven PDU's: 1) the 
Confirmed-RequestPDU, 2) the Confirmed-ResponsePDU, 
3) the Confirmed-ErrorPDU. 4) the Cancel-RequestPDU, 5) 
the Cancel-ResponsePDU, 6) the Cancel-ErrorPDU, and 7) 
the RejectPDU. All these PDU's shall be sent in the same 
presentation context. The Re,jectPDU will not be considered 
here. The SUA for the CS can be specified as: 

E,, = { c u s l :  x . r q u e s t .  ~ ( ~ ~ 2 :  cnncel.reque.st}. 

CbS = {(:b,\l: .r.rrsponsr+, q s 2  

~ 1 , ~ ~ :  (,iiticrl.rr.~poi~se+, ( J  

cGh5 : .r.rrsponse - -and_cancrl. rrsponse+ 1, 

= { ~ 1 ~ , . l  : J:.indicution. v ~ , , . ~ :  cancel.indic.ntion}. 

e n r 3 :  cnncel.conjrtn+. c C t , . A :  cuncel.conjrm-. 
.i..confirni - -cind_cccncel.confirnl+}. 

The service states describe the progression of a CS instance: 
qo Service Idle Slate-no service primitive is issued; 
q(Ll Service Pending Requester State-receipt of a request 

primitive for any of the confirmed MMS services; 
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ybl Service Pending Responder State-receipt of a 
Confirmed-RequestPDU for any of the confirmed 
MMS services: 

qn2 Canceling from Requester State-receipt of a cancel 
request service primitive; and 

(lb2 Canceling trom Responder State-receipt of a Cancel- 
RequestPDU. 

The state diagram of SUAcs for the CS is given in 
Fig. 4, which is the first alternative introduced by [SI for the 
modification of the original CS state diagram defined in [ 2 ] .  
The SCPN PNc;s for CS between two MMS-users and the 
corresponding colored MSCPN CPNcs can be constructed 
easily. Fig. 5 givcs CPNc;s. 

Note that since SUA CS is not service compatible and 
does not have complete abort transition, both PNcs and 
CPNcs may lead to deadlock. Dead lock occurs when the two 
connected MMS-users insist on sending their own service re- 
quests without responding to another's request. However, this 
deadlock actually will not appear in the implementation since: 
( i )  There is a large number of initial tokens representing the 
outstanding services allowed at the service idle places; (ii) the 
initial tokens havc been divided into two groups: one is only 
for service requests and the other only for services responses. 
This has been specified during the EGMS phase by the two 
parameters negotiatedMaxServOutstundingCalling and nego- 
tiated~axServOurstundiizg Culled of the Initiate-ResponsePDU 
(121, part two). Therefore. the deadlock cases can be prevented. 

C. File Management Services 

FMS is the only specific-purpose MMS service considered 
in this work. It provides the necessary functionality for reading 
files containing control programs and data from filestores in 
control devices and file servers, and for managing filestores 
by enumerating the names and attributes of files, renam- 
ing, and deleting files. There are two service sequences in 
FMS, i.e., FileRename + FileDelete -+ FileDirectory and 
FileOpen + FileReud -+ Fileclose. We only give the result 
for Fileopen. FileRead. Fileclose service sequence here. The 
SUA for the FMS can be specified as: 

SUAFMS = (62, 6, YO), 

where Q = Q, U Q b  U Q c ,  C = E, U Cb U E,, 
E, = Cas U E a r ;  C b  = C b s  U Cbri 

&CL == (Yu1:  Ya2r Ya3: ya4}, Q b  = { Y b l i  Yb2, Yb3,qb4}r 

Qc. = {yo}; E,. = {c,: abort}, 
E,, = {(:asl: FileOpen.request, 

t',,~: FileRead.request, 

e,,3: FileClose.request), 
Cbr = { e h r l :  FileOpen.indication, 

e b r 2  ; FileRead.indication; 
e b r 3  : FilrClose.indication) ~ 

E b 3  = {(:bul: FileOpen.response+, 

Cbs2; FileOpen.response-, 
e:bs3: FileRead.response+, 

f : b s l :  Fi1eRead.response-. 
(:bs5; FilrClose.response+, 
f?bs6 ; FilrClose.response- } , 

E,, = { e u r l :  FileOpen.conjrm+, 

ear2: FileOpen.conJrm- 

e a 3 ; FileUead. confirm + ~ 

c,,q; FileUead.conjrm-! 
curs:  FileClose.con$rm+, 
ear6: FileClose.conjrm-}. 

The service states describe the progression of a FMS in- 

File Close State-no file service primitive is issued; 
y u l  File Open Pending (Requester) State-wait for 

FileOpen confirmation; 
y b l  File Open Pending (Responder) State-receipt of a 

FileOpen indication; 
qa2 File Open (Requester) State-FileRead ready from 

file requester; 
(Ib2 File Open (Responder) State-FileRead ready from 

file responder; 
ya3 File Reading (Requester) State-wait for FileRead 

contirmation; 
y b 3  File Reading (Responder) State-receipt of a Fil- 

eRead indication; 

stance: 

yo 
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Fig. 6. Service unit  automalon for FMS 

qiL 1 File Close Pending (Requester) State-wait for File- 
Close confirmation; and 

qha File Close Pending (Responder) State-receipt of a 
FileCIose indication. 

The state diagram of SUArhls for the FMS i \  given in  
Fig. 6, from which the SCPN P N r h ~ s  and MSCPN C P N F ~ ~ S  
for FMS can be constructed similarly as in the previous 
examples. 

D. Hiernrchicul Petri Net Description jb r  MMS Architecture 

A hierarchical PN model for the entire MMS software can 
be established once we have individual PN’s. In this hierar- 
chical description the place “MMS Environment” in EGMS is 
replaced by a number of MMS services. Each of the services, 
e.g., an FMS, is defined by a PN which can communicate 
with its peer service PN through the CS connection PN PNcs 
or C P N F ~ ~ S .  Once the MMS Environment place in  EGMS is 
invoked (i.e.. tokens have arrived), one of the service PN’s will 
be executed accordingly. Based on the PN models, a uniform 
service control strategy or procedure can be developed for all 
the services in this MMS hierarchy. 

v. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

Theoretically, by assigning execution time distributions to 
transitions, the hierarchical PN for MMS can be converted 
into a Stochastic PN and then the performance analysis for 
MMS software can be conducted then on this timed net [ 171. 
However, in this case. due to the limitation of the computation 
capacity, the analysis can be done only by the brute-force 
simulation. Thus, a simplified model has to be constructed if 
an analytic analysis is to be attempted. Since in MMS software, 
all services have to be handled by the CS unit ,  the PN for the 

CS is thus the critical section in MMS performance evaluation. 
Therefore, a reasonable model of performance analysis for 
MMS can be constructed from the PN for the CS. 

A. GSPN Model Based on Conjrmed Senices 

Fig. 7 presents the GSPN model for performance analysis 
developed from the PN for the CS between two MMS users. 
For clarity, the net is shown without place channel. Place 
channel lY; has ;in incoming arc from each of transitions 71;,, 

and outgoing arcs to each of transitions n i .  The number of 
tokens C in this place indicates the number of communication 
channels available between the two users. The arrival of 
service activities to be processed by the CS has been modeled 
by a simple queue (represented by IC?. 621 and (22). The initial 
number of tokens K in place C), represents the maximum 
number of services allowed to enter the CS. The number of 
outstanding services allowed in MMS is indicated by the initial 
number of tokens S in places p S l  and pn2. The net consists 
of three parts: the service requester (place pCl to p4), the 
responder (places p S 2  to p 8 ) ,  and the communication network 
(all other places). A detailed description of the net has been 
in the Appendix. The package SPNP has be used for the 
performance analysis. 

B. Invariants of ihe GSPN 

There are two reasons for performing the structural analysis 
for the GSPN model: examination of the boundedness and 
liveness of the net, and determination of the proper sequences 
of transition firings for the correct communication. To this end, 
the P-invariant\ and the T-invariants of the net are determined 
by using the package GreatSPN 1.5. 
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16 I 
t14 t7 

Fig. 7. The GSPN model for the MMS perforinance analysis. 

Six minimal P-invariants have been obtained for the GSPN. 
The GSPN is bounded since all the places are covered by some 
I>-invariants. The following are the first four P-invariants: 

The meaning of PI is obvious. P2 and P, indicate the subnets 
of the GSPN corresponding to the service requester and 
responder are strictly conservative. PA represents the mutual 
exclusion of the communication channel resource. Also, the 
GSPN is live. Thus, there is no deadlock marking. 

I -invariants can be used to determine the normal service op- 
erations. A normal service cycle is defined to be any sequence 
of transition firings which leads the GSPN from the initial 
marking and returns it back to the initial marking. There are 
four minimal T-invariants in the GSPN, and correspondingly, 
four types of minimal normal service cycles. The following 
tiring sequences are four typical minimal normal service 
cycles between the service requester and responder (immediate 

I , .  

transitions are omitted): 

1' 1. . t Q t l n l t g t g r i 2 t 4 ,  

'I 2 : t Q t 1 71 1 t 8  t 5 CiL3 t 10 t 13 ri4 t 6 t '3 

'1 '3 : t~ t 1 7~ 1 t 8 t ; t 9 ~ ~ 2  n, t 15 114 t 6 t 4 ! 

t 4, 

f[, 1. . t Q t 1  n 1  tgt5713 t l ( ) t147as  t 7 .  

'r'1 specifies the type of standard service executions in which no 
service canceling requests have been issued by the requester. 
T2 gives the type of unsuccessful canceling service executions 
in which canceling requests have been issued by the requester 
but denied later by the responder for some reason. The 
type of service executions represented by 'r, is a cancel- 
error execution in which service canceling requests from the 
requester are received by the responder after the services 
requested have already been completed. Finally, the service 
executions defined by 7; are these successful canceling service 
executions in which canceling requests have been issued and 
accepted. 

C. Performance Indices and T-Invariant Technique 

The performance indices specify the criteria for evaluating 
the performance of MMS software, and therefore give useful 
quantitative information about the operation of MMS. How- 
ever, the mo\t important significance of those indices is that 
they provide guidelines for the optimum implementation of 
MMS software. This is achieved by examining the sensitivity 
of the performance indice\ over the range of certain system 
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parameters and thus finding the critical parameters on MMS 
performance. Specifically, the effects of the following factors 
on the performance of MMS have been investigated here: 

Parser Design: the sensitivity of MMS performance over 
the encoding and decoding times of PDU’s. This will give 
us the information about how much effort should be spent 
on the parser design. E.g., whether it is worthwhile to try 
a more complex and faster parsing algorithm. 
Communicatioti Network: the sensitivity of the perfor- 
mance over the usage of different communication net- 
works for the MMS system. This will provide us the 
information about what kind of communication network 
that should be selected. A fast and dedicated network is 
alway desirable. but it might not be cost effective. 
Application Eniironment: the sensitivity of performance 
over the different environments in which MMS is going to 
be applied. This will indicate whether the MMS can have 
satisfactory performance, or for a given application envi- 
ronment, what kind of requirements should be imposed 
on MMS system. 

For these purposes, the following performance indices have 
been defined for MMS analysis. 

I .  Average Number of Waiting 

Services (WS): WS = E[rri(&1)] (1 )  

Services (PS): PS = E [ , r n ( p k ) ]  (2) 

2. Average Number of Processing 
8 

k . = l  

3. Average Number of Transporting 
3 

Services (TS): TS = E [ ~ ( N ~ ) I  ( 3 )  

Time (WT): VC’T = WS/Xyt-  (4) 

k=l 
4. Average Service Waiting 

where A&. = X Q X  Prob[tQ is enabled]. 
For the average service processing and transporting times, 

to avoid the complex analysis and save computation time, a 
technique for performance evaluation based on T-invariants 
will be used here. The basic idea of the T-invariant technique 
is: since the service executions of MMS have to follow 
the transition sequences specified by the ?’-invariants, the 
performance of MMS in the general case of operations can 
be determined by considering only the performance under 
the special case of operations defined by the T-invariants. 
The main reason that this technique is preferred is because 
it is very easy to calculate the performance of MMS being 
operated according to individual T-invariants. Clearly, when 
the performances of MMS under individual T-invariants have 
been determined, the performance in the general case be found 
by adding up the individual performance indices weighted by 
the probabilities of executing the corresponding T-invariant 
operations. Specifically, we have the following results: 

5.  Average Service Processing 
4 

Time (PT): PT = ak.Dsk. (5  ) 
k , = l  

6. Average Service Transporting 
4 

(6) Time (TT): 7’1’ = twk.Dlk 

k = l  

where NI; is the ratio of applying a T k  service operation: 
( t k  = , r k /  c$=, v L ,  A: = 1,.  . . .4: ( T I :  vz,r3. T A )  = throughput 
of ( t 4 ;  t13, t 1 ~ .  / 7 ) .  This computation procedure is due to the 
fact that transitions t 4 , t 1 3 > f 1 5 .  and t ;  are uniquely covered 
by T-invariants TI, T 2 ,  Ts, and T4, respectively. Dck and Dtk 
are the service processing and transporting times under a ?i, 
operation. 

7. Average System Utilization 

(SU): $77 == Prob[/r/(p,l) < S] (7) 
8. Average Network 

Utilization (NU): hU = Prob[m(channel) < C] (8) 

(9) 

9. Average Syctem Starvation 

(SS): SS = Prob[n!(p,l > 0 )  A m(Q1) = 01 
10. Percentage of Cancel Error 

Occurring ( A ) :  6 = ~ (’’ x J O O ( X  (10) 1 - fk1  

D. Numerical Rpsults and Discussion 

Numerical klue.s.for Firing Times: The performance and 
sensitivity analysis has been conducted around a nominal 
operating point. The following numerical values for the me- 
dian delays of the timed transitions are based on experience 
gathered by the System Integration Group of the CIM program 
at RPI [ IO] ,  with the speed of PC’s of 1 MIPS and the speed of 
communication network of 1 MBPS (the parentheses give the 
ranges for the sensitivity analysis, and all times are in unit of 
ms): EnDecode_time:ti = 6.0 (1.5-10.5), TruvelLtime_,v = 4.0 
(1.0-7.0): The length of the message to be transmitted is 
dependent on the type of request (or response) made by 
the requester (or responder), thus, these delays are variable. 
EnDecode-time_(: = 1.5, Tru\fel-time-c = 1.0: The lengths of 
the control massages are constant, therefore these delays are 
constant. Error-detecttiondime = 2 x Endecode-time_(:: The 
delay caused by firing 1-15. In this case, the canceling request 
message has to be first decoded, and afterwards an error 
massage encoded. Arrival-time = 100 (50-1 SO), Exec-time 
= 50 (25-75) are network independent and depend only on 
the application at hand. It has been assumed that a canceling 
request was issued one out of 20 times, and that 99% of the 
canceling request will be accepted if the service has not been 
finished. We further assumed that only one communication 
channel is available and limited the number of outstanding 
services to be one (C  = S = 1). 

Numericul Rr.sult.7 and Discwssion: The plots are labeled in 
the following way: AR-arrival time is being varied; EX- 
execution time being varied; EN-encodingDecoding time 
being varied; TR-traveling time being varied. Finally, the 
solid line indicates k = 1, the dashed line K = 5 ,  the dotted 
line K = 10, and the dot-dashed K = 20. 

Fig. 8 shows the number of waiting services increases 
rapidly as the interarrival time drops to 80 ms. Places Ql. Q2 
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Fig. 8. 
times. 

Average number of waiting services versus arriving and execution 

and transitions t,,tl can be considered as a M / G / l / K  queu- 
ing system. For M/G/l/m queue (large K),  this implies that 
the traffic intensity might become larger than one, resulting in 
an infinite queue length. In terms of MMS, this means that 
service requests would have to be balked. The same effect can 
be observed for an increase in execution time, although the 
effect is not as severe. As expected, numerical results show the 
waiting time for service increases with queue size. Depending 
on the application, especially for real-time control systems, 
the waiting time might not be admissible. It also indicates 
that the average service processing time appears to change 
almost linearly. This is due to the fact that TI dominates the 
average service time. It is interesting to note that the arrival 
rate has no influence on processing time. From numerical 
results it is also obvious that the system is rather sensitive 
with regard to the arrival rate. MMS is rapidly driven into 
saturation as the arrival time decreases, but it is less sensitive 
to a change in the execution rate. Fig. 9 indicates that MMS 
is starved for a reasonable fraction of the time, so that an 
arbitrarily arriving customer can enter service immediately. 
At the operating point, the system is idle approximately 42% 
of the time. Finally, Fig. 10 gives the percentage of cancel 
error. As expected, the interarrival time has no influence on 
the error. On other hand the error decreases as the system 
becomes slower. At the first glance, this is counter-intuitive, 
but a look at T3 confirms that a slow system implies a high 
reliability. As the time for decoding, traveling and execution 
increases, the probability that the task is completed before 
canceling the request arrives decreases. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper described a PN based method toward design 
and analysis of the MMS, a communication protocol for 
manufacturing environments. Starting with the service unit 
automata for individual MMS services, a procedure for con- 
structing PN's to specify the MMS service connections have 

Arrival Time 
30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 

Execution Time 

Fig. 9. Average system starvation versus arriving and execution times. 

I 
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Traval,Time , 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Enwde/Decode l ime 

60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 
Arnval Time 

30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 
Execution Time 

Fig. 10. Percentage of cancel error occurring versus four time parameters. 

been developed. Using the execution rule of PN's, the service 
connection PN's describe all possible sequences of service 
primitives allowed during a service connection between MMS- 
providers and MMS-users. Analysis of service processes for 
protocol design has been conducted in terms of analytic 
concepts and methods developed in PN theory. 

An advantage of describing MMS with PN's is that the 
model is also applicable for performance evaluation and sen- 
sitivity analysis. A generalized stochastic PN model has been 
constructed based on the confirmed services and a simplified 
computational scheme using 3"-invariant analysis has been 
proposed. The numerical results have shown that the service 
arriving rate has significant effect on several important per- 
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formance indices, such as the number of waiting services and 
system utilization. This indicates that MMS performance is 
quite sensitive with respect to the application environments. 
Thus, for real-time control systems with high communication 
intensity. the time delay through MMS might be unacceptable 
and some service requests may have to be balked. To solve 
the problem, one has to either reduce the intensity of message 
traffic or simplify the MMS communication protocol, or do 
both. 

APPENDIX 
INTERPRETATION OF THE GSPN MODEI 

A. interpretution of Pluces 

Queue of waiting services; 
Number of services allowed to enter (21; 

Service requester idle: 
Service responder idle; 
Service pending at service requester; 
No service cancel request is issued; 
A service cancel request i s  issued; 
Service cancel pending from requester; 
Service pending at responder; 
Service cancel pending from responder; 
A service cancel request is refused; 
A service cancel request is accepted; and 
Number of communication channels available be- 
tween requester and responder. 

B. Interpretation of Transitions 

Service has arrived; 
Issuing a service request; 
Entering no service canceling state: 
Entering sen ice canceling state; 
Receiving a positive service response: 
Issuing a service cancel request; 
Receiving a negative response for cancel request; 
Receiving a positive response for cancel request; 
Receiving a service request; 
Executing a request and issuing a response; 
Receiving a service cancel request; 
Entering the refusing service cancel state; 
Entering the accepting service cancel state; 
Issuing a negative response for cancel request; 
Issuing a positive response for cancel request; and 
Issuing a cancel error. 

C .  Average Firing Times of Transitions 

The associate of firing times with transitions is: 

EnDecode-time-o tl  and f 8 ;  
EnDecnde-time-c 
ErrorDetection-tirne tl;,  
Exec-time I9  

Truvel-1ime-L‘ 711 and 712;  and 
Trmel _t imer ‘i1.3. i i4 ,  and i t 5 .  

Arriiiing-time f y  ; 

t 4 .  i s .  tG ,  L7: t l o .  t1:j. and t14; 

D. Random S~t~i tches 

There are two switches, ( 1 2 ; .  t s , )  and ( i l l , .  t l 2 i ) .  Let Prob, 
and Prob, be the probabilities of issuing and accepting a 
cancel request, respectively. Thus, the probabilities of selecting 
t 2  and / 3  are I-frob,. and Prob,., and of selecting I l l r  and t 1 2 ;  

are I -Proh, and P rob,, respectively. 
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